In that year the Rodd mission was sent to Ethiopia ceded the Haud and nxed the frontier between Ethiopia and British Somaliland all of which today is causing trouble Two world wars Mussolini and invasion loss of independence and an interim period of fourteen years during which the contested areas were part of the British administration have not been able to dispose of the 1897 Treaty When the Haud was handed back to Ethiopia in the arrangements of 1954 it did so in its own words to implement the Treaty of 1897
The Treaty of 1897 requires therefore detailed examination of the day by day negotiation as well as of the wider picture of African policy which in the 1890 dominated all European diplomacy.2 The Rodd mission is part of British advance into the Nile Valley and the cession of vital Somali territory part of the decline of European influence in the Horn
The decline started year after the British Protectorate and the French and Italian spheres had been sketched out in 1896
In 1897 not only England but France and Italy yielded ground in the Horn the first two because of their preoccupation with the Nile the drama that culminated at Fashoda the latter because of Adowa 1897 followed 1896 the disastrous defeat of Italy at the hands of Emperor Menelik II which led to the Italian surrender of Eritrean and Somali territory previously held and of Kassala in the Sudan and loss of European prestige army annihilated at Khartoum was mainly Egyptian and Sudanese the Italians at Adowa were almost 25000 in number defeat at Adowa was immediately realised in London and Paris for what it was British and French in the Nile Valley had come face to face On March 1896 Italy was defeated on March the news reached London in sufficient detail to gauge the results on March i2 the British Government telegraphed Lord Cromer that it had decided to send force to Dongola the Sudan Cromer com ments in Modern Egypt upon the suddenness of the decision which in the twinkling of an eye3 reversed the policy of the last decade with regard to the Sudan He had been told on November 15 1895 that the reconquest was indefinitely postponed.4 Now Mahdist forces were to be prevented from taking Kassala from the retiring Italians and thereafter the Sudan was to be reconquered Four months previously there was not any prospect of the Government consenting to the despatch of military expedition into the Sudan In the past even Gordon did not advocate the keeping of the Sudan by us it is useless possession and we could riot govern it neither could Egypt. Journal at Khartoum 125 II no there was possibility of complete withdrawal by Italy While the Italian high command favoured continuing with Eritrea the public dismayed at its yearly costs of 280000 and outraged by Adowa was for evacuation.6 The Duke of Sermenata member of the cabinet shared this opinion Already half the officers and white troops had left Africa
France was bound to raise the Egyptian question and demand British evacuation now bereft of Italian support both in Egypt and in the South or at least to press for share in the running of that part of the world over which as the French Foreign Minister Hanotaux had said Britain had applied an unwarranted Monroe Doctrine ever since 1882
The French desire to link West and East Africa was revived simultaneously It was to cut off the Lower from the Upper Nile and isolate the British in Egypt from Rhodes and his friends in the Cape and further North Lebon the Minister of Colonies later wrote in his book La Politique de la France en Afrique 1901
The idea of covering Africa from West to East while Mr Cecil Rhodes flaunted his ambition to cross it from South to North had prevailed in France for several years People were unwilling that England de facto mistress of Egypt and mistress of the Cape both de jure and de facto should seize the whole of the Nile Valley.7
The French had won the first round
In 1894 on paper at least continuous band of British territory ran from Cape to Cairo The Portuguese had been pre ented from claiming Nyasaland The Anglo-Italian Agreement had assigned the Sudan to the British sphere of interest while affirming the Italian protectorate over Ethiopia Seven days later the King of the Belgians Leopold II granted Britain perpetual lease of land between the Lakes Albert Edward and Tanganyika in exchange for similar lease to him in the Southern Sudan month later Protectorate was proclaimed over Uganda But then the French had protested through Hanotaux with such effect that Rosebery and Leopold gave way the latter signed an agreement with France renouncing all political influence on the Upper Nile Deloncle announced with that habit politicians have of using the word forever in the Chamber on February 28 1895 Today the English dream of possessing the whole Upper Nile has been believe forever upset. The two-year railway concession granted to MM Chefneux and lig to be constructed from French Jibuti to the Nile was not taken up Money voted for the expansion of French Ubanghi to the Nile was used elsewhere This period of tranquillity cette période néfaste as Darcy called it was now over.10 It was replaced by one of excessive haste as it seemed to imperturbable spirit Haste had brought disaster to Italy Crispi the prime minister had spurred on his general at Adowa with the taunt This is military phthisis not war.
little more patience even another delay would have forced the Ethiopian soldiers semi-starved and wanting to get to their homes before the rains made the roads impassable to retreat and changed the course of history response to the Crispi war was half-hearted while the emotional response to the British decision to occupy the Sudan was unmistakable
The diplomatist said It is to forestall the French. The politician said It is to score over the Radicals. The ridiculous person said It is to restore the rule in the Sudan. But the man on the street said It is to avenge General Gordon. 11
Actually the British and French Governments proceeded more care fully than had at first appeared Between Adowa and Fashoda lie two and half years and series of agreements of which the Rodd Treaty negotiated in April-June 1897 was only one
Its purpose was to cover the flank of advance into the Sudan The French had preceded Britain with series of treaties both in West and Eastern Africa Monteil and other French plenipotentiaries settled French-German differences over the Dahomey-Togoland frontier leaving himself or Marchand room to proceed towards the Nile and Lagarde the Governor of Jibuti and Obok negotiated treaty with Ras Makonnen at Harar and Emperor Menelik at Addis Ababa which amounted to veritable alliance as Hanotaux heralded it in the Chamber and elsewhere He assured me that French influence in Abyssinia was supreme and that Colonel Marchand would assuredly link up with the Abyssinians and so streng-10 The German Kaiser commented with Hurrah on the margin of the telegram from his ambassador in Paris 11 Winston Churchill The Fashoda Incident North American Review CVII P-736 then the position of France on the Upper Nile as to enable her to throttle Egypt should England continue to ignore French remonstrations.12
The French Government remembered now the Clochette mission Lagarde was instructed to establish on the right bank of the Nile an Ethiopian fortress which part of the Clochette expedition might gar rison while you will construct French fortress on the left bank ensuring communication between the two by boats big or small whichever you can obtain and upon which you will fly our flag.13 The aim was to place the British before fait accompli by linking Ethiopia to our possessions on the Upper Nile by treaty and by effective occupation.14 England feared that Lagarde might arm the troops and delay Kitchener in the Sudan
The quality of the Egyptian troops to be used against the Khalifa was uncertain British preparations were incomplete the campaign was originally planned to take place after 1900
Ethiopia We had up till now never entered into political relations with Menelik and indeed could not do so as long as he was considered to be under the protec torate of or at war with our friends the Italians and as the idea is firmly rooted in Abyssinia that it -was we who supplied the Italians with money to carry on their campaign our prestige in the country had somewhat diminished and may be said to have reached its lowest point by the beginning of 1897 Hence our Mission.16
Further information was given to the House of Commons in reply made by Curzon then Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs which explained that
The mission is sent to assure King Menelik of our friendly intentions to endeavour to promote amicable political and commercial relations and to settle certain questions which have arisen between the British Authorities on the Somali Coast and the Abyssinian Governor of Harar.
The reference to the difficulties on the Somali coast was reference to the Ethiopian army under Ras Makonnen at Harar which had been sweeping into the Haud over the Protectorate frontier and lately were penetrating further
The He denied the British Somali administration the right to punish murder committed at Damaan which he claimed to be well in Ethiopia.18 Aden wanted to make an example and had refused to accept blood money from the isa elders When in addition to all this Cromer reported19 that Lagarde was on his way to signe treaty in Addis Aden was told to refrain from further communications with Makonnen as the whole question of the frontier would be reviewed by the Rodd mission in their talks with Emperor Menelik
The Somali question could be included in the instructions now being prepared for Rodd with the help of the Govern ment of India On February 24 1897 Rodd was commissioned as Special Envoy to King Menelik The instructions enumerate five purposes of the mission To assure King Menelik of the friendly feelings towards him of Her Government to explain that the operations against the Khalifa are not to be consider ed hostile to Abyssinia civilised government will be more advantageous than the continuance of the present state of depredation Broadly speaking H.M.G has no objection to recognizing an Abyssinian frontier between the loth and 15th latitude North H.M.G cannot pronounce on Italian claims in the S.W and You should bear in mind the Protocol signed with Italy May 1894 One of the principal objects of your mission is to come to arrangements for definite understanding as to the frontier between Abyssinia and the Protectorate and for friendly intercourse and relations between the British and Abyssinian authorities and the inhabitants on either side You are authorised if absolutely necessary to make concessions in regard to these frontiers provided such concessions are not of nature to interfere with the main objects for which the Protectorate was assumed These are to secure adequate supplies for the support of Aden and the administration of the Protectorate itself on basis which shall as far as possible be at least self-supporting and should afford some prospect of further development of the resources of the country On the insistence of the India Office instructions were made more explicit
The phrase was added
In the event of your finding it necessary to agree to the transfer of tribes under British protection you will be careful to obtain pledges that they will be treated with justice and consideration.
Rodd with his Cairo background was naturally primarily concerned with the Sudan but he had been in the Horn when the Sultan of Zanzibar was disposing of his ports on the Benadir Somali coast The Sultan of Zanzibar had written to Rodd on May 14 1893
As to the wishes of our friends the Italians regarding the Benadir ports hereby appoint you and give you full power in that matter to do what may seem good to you as it is better to have this matter settled by your Honour have faith in you that you will do nothing but good for us Written by the order the slave lem bin Mahomed Such was the quality of Victorian silver work that when one camel with box of it fell into ravine the plate was quite unharmed Our little army set out from Cairo on March and landed in Zeila on March 19 Next day they proceeded to Harar and arrived there on April Makonnen gave them dubious welcome and let the party hang about so that animals went astray and Rodd lost his temper
The Ras lent him ninety-three soldiers to look after the additional pack mules but they were more mulish than the animals They refused to obey orders from Rodd and to load the animals with more than they had been assigned with at the outset of the journey The leather thongs were not only expensive but chafed the animals The mission was left in ignorance where they were to be housed Rodd protested
But the incident was not to be regretted for in country where European prestige has suffered severe blow it enabled me to give practical demonstration from the moment of our arrival that we did not intend to accept less than was due to our position 24
Gleichen offers somewhat more harmless explanation As there was only one modern house available at Shola deep in the country i.e that of the defunct Compagnie Franco-Africaine where also Lagarde and the Russian medical mission had been lodged) it had not occurred to the Emperor to provide his English visitors with special instructions.20 Rodd was of course correct in assuming loss of European prestige not so much for the actual defeat of the Italian army which was achieved by Menelik as Rodd wrote in the same despatch26 at great cost of life and by the vast superiority of numbers but by the deplorable behaviour of the Italian prisoners who turned on their officers treating them with every form of contumely The men lost all sense of dignity In fact Europeans with whom they have been of recent years familiar have not always inspired respect
The soldiers behaviour can be explained motion against an African expedition was voted with large majority in the Italian Chamber on December 20 1895
The people objected now to having the prisoners billetted on them and to feeding them better Through the open door could be seen the green rolling sunlit plains of Addis Ababa and from the comparatively prosaic episodes to an eye sated with Eastern durbars of modern political intercourse the attention perforce wandered to the scene round that grey wall to the green plains and the great red and white army waiting outside The mind soon realised that this state of society into which we had thrust our modern personality was an ancient and original one which after few years of contact with commonplace civilisation must vanish for ever
The King his raised platform covered with silks and carpets the silken canopy above him the princes rases and generals on his left his state prisoners Mashasha son of Theodore and Selassie seated on the ground at his feet and the Europeans in broadcloth or uniform standing to one side have already been described by Count Gleichen The King is certainly fine man with no humbug or visible conceit about him Commanding in figure sensible and open in face he has the dignity of thoroughly simple man It is said that he rises early and works till evening giving justice to the Shoans and managing his empire He has courteous and really genial smile and appears to be gentleman naturally and easily without dramatic effort His kind treatment of the Italian prisoners when he was in the midst of success seems to bear out this character. The Danakil to the North of the French sphere were spoken of as ancient vassals and had been sacrificed by Lagarde Shilluk and Dinka in the Southern Sudan were mentioned by the Emperor as tribes subject to him Several neighbouring peoples paid tribute
In the North within the territory at one time part of the Egyptian Sudan and of immediate interest to the British purpose Ethiopia and the Clochette mission were operating Ethiopia was receiving tribute in gold dust with which she bought more arms from the Beni Shangul It was merely matter of time before they would be incorporated in the Empire.32 Their importance had been stressed in the notes brienng Rodd
The strategic importance of the Beni Shangul district in reference to the S.E Sudan can hardly be overrated within easy reach of the navigable portions of the Blue and White Nile the possession of these valuable mountain regions by Power hostile to the occupiers of the Nile Valley would be most serious danger to the latter and would render the maintenance of authority there matter of no small difficulty If therefore Menelik is anxious to develop the commercial resources of his kingdom it is by no means unlikely that he would seek to obtain footing on the Blue and White Niies where he could tap consider able portions of the Sudan trade and also obtain an outlet for that of Abyssinia for which the Sudan offers good market.33
One could now add to this that Menelik had got as far as the 10 on the Sobat eighty miles above its confluence with the White Nile and that the Beni Shangul serve as the connecting link for commercial purposes between the Abyssinians and the Derwishes considerable trade in alluvial gold and ivory passing to both Shoa and Omdurman Menelik is in position to occupy these districts e.g if the Khalifa forces are preoccupied with us.34
Confronted with these facts Rodd eventually preferred to leave the fixing of the Sudan frontier for another occasion when army had reached Khartoum If most eloquent argument was occupation and vast superiority in arms it was better to wait for Britain to answer in kind until after the fall of Omdurman and when fleet of powerful steamers would have that moral sic force The utmost concessions have been authorized to entertain even in the eventuality of King Menelik contemplating common action with us against the Mahdists fall far short of the country he actually claims as portion of his Empire without reference to the larger area to which he has asserted theoretical claim No arguments have had any effect in dispelling the ideas which have been carefully fostered by his French advisers that he may enlarge his borders without any fear of encountering active opposition from our part and with the assurance of full countenance and moral support from our political rivals 35
Wingate argued that if territorial concessions were now made this would merely serve the French intentions show-down with the French would best look after them and also chill Ethiopian ardour to expand recklessly into the Sudan All that the Rodd mission could accomplish in the North was an agreement from Menelik not to cede to any third country land belonging to Ethiopia between the fourteenth parallel North the White Nile and the second parallel and moral clause in the treaty assuring Britain of benevolent neutrality
The Emperor refused to sign an article that prohibited the sale of arms to the Mahdists
The British had to believe him that he hated the Mahdists and as Christian monarch would respect the Brussels convention All he conceded was to declare the Mahdists enemies of Ethiopia.36 The mission had to concede defeat on the Sudan question up against superior odds as it was THE RIVALS FOR ETHIOPIAN FRIENDSHIP More dangerous than Mahdist missions were Russian overtures The Russian Church political power all of its own had tried to win the Ethiopian clergy by inviting the Abuna to preach at St Peters burg had sent high ecclesiastics to Harar where they were received by all the priests in their best regalia had equipped Red Cross Mission of twenty-seven men and encouraged individuals such as the handsome Count Leontieff now nominated Governor General of the Equatorial Province to go to Ethiopia
The Czar had sent 50000 rifles 5000000 rounds of ammunition 40 cannons and instru ments to equip band Leontieff was to train the musicians But as he could find no one with an ear for music he joined French expedition instead The graphophone kind of gramophone offended Menelik who said that he was no child who wanted musical The Russian press regularly and sympathetically reported on Ethiopia Though the monophysite doctrine could not be reconciled with Orthodox teaching the Shoan interpretation given to the doctrine was more in sympathy with Orthodoxy than the stricter Coptic church of Tigre
The chief value of the Russians was that they frightened the British Every move ment of Russian ships was carefully reported on by the British consuls The Russian flag had been hoisted and struck at Sagalla near Zeila letter from the Mahdists reached the Russian Embassy at Constan tinople39
While there was some or doubt the official backing of most of the Russian exploits often ludicrously amateurish40 there was no doubt about French governmental hopes in Ethiopia and of the ability of the chief French agents
Of the various French expeditions that led initially by Clochette was the most serious Captain Clochette was the only European officer who was on the Ethiopian side at Adowa As former teacher at St Cyr he described the battle He died in 1897 and was succeeded by Bonvalot By the standards of the times the French community was large Lagarde thought that it was too large and heterogeneous to escape suspicion and in important posts with important titles The British stricly observed the policy of refusing arms to the Somalis The Treaty finally weighted the balance of power against the Somalis Danakil and Galla and therefore was at the time considered greater injustice than the cession of the Haud which Ethiopians had only infrequently and always briefly penetrated As Rodd himself pointed out to Menelik He was really under considerable obligations to us for having closed the door at Zeila as none of the tribes with whom he -was at war had been able to obtain supplies He replied You have acted as honourable men.
When occasion demanded it if Lagarde wanted to cause discomfiture to the British he could do so by letting arms reach anti-British Somalis or rebellious Arabs outside Aden through Jibuti
As the mission was well aware The Emperor confessed himself much disappointed that did not immediat ely adopt his views then told him that was ready to meet him in spirit of concession He complained of our proximity to Harar would suggest therefore cutting off the triangle included between Biyo Kaboba Gildessa and Makanis which would transfer the White Esa tribe to Ethiopia and remove the line of demarcation good many marches further from Harar was also prepared to offer concessions on the eastern side but considered the Gadabursi and certain other tribes indispensable to us in view of the main object for which our Protectorate is maintained
The Emperor wanted time to reflect on these proposals When they resumed Menelik said that he preferred the status quo each to stay on what he occupied This Rodd well knew would not meet with approval His attitude was distinctly Oriental England was great power could we not cede these small parcels of territory which meant so little to us and so much to him He looked to all these regions as part of the Harar province.
Rodd now deserved the honour he was awarded on his return to England He exploited the desire to have treaty and his pretended innocence If Menelik did not know the country would he empower Makonnen to come to an Agreement on the Somali frontier This the Emperor at last accepted as the best way out of the impasse.
believe the Emperor has acted quite straightforwardly in this matter and that he honestly wished to come to terms with us But he states his ignor ance of details with perfect frankness.
1G Rodd to Salisbury May 13 1.897 No 15
The Somali frontier was to be settled at Harar after the mission had talked it over with Makonnen
The finesse was clever unusual and dangerous clever because Makonnen would not dare to upset the whole Treaty by making impossible demands unusual because no Treaty that London had ever heard of had frontier agreement appended as an annex at the end of it and dangerous because Makon nen at Harar was more interested in pushing the frontier east than Menelik was Addis Ababa Makonnen was more deeply committed to the French and known as hater of the British who stood in his way with the Somalis However Makonnen who could not daily consult with Menelik the telegraph was only in process of construc tion from Harar to Addis simply had to come to terms As he saw Article prohibited frontier raiding thus establishing that in this area frontier was to be defined Article II said that this frontier should be defined in concert by Makonnen and Rodd and letter attached to the Treaty expressly promised the Somalis who may by boundary arrangements become subjects of Ethiopia shall be well treated and have orderly government.47
Rodd could present all this as clear instruction from Menelik to Makonnen
Makonnen was sufficiently familiar with diplomacy to know that each word and even the language in which the treaty was signed had been carefully chosen Menelik had been duped when the Amharic and Italian versions of the Treaty of Ucciali diverged and had to be annulled by costly war
The present Treaty bore testimony that there was to be no repetition
The Emperor refused to sign an English version simply because lig his adviser had poor knowledge of that language Rodd vainly protested that his prestige would not allow him to sign French rendering of the text but wisely devised the satisfactory solution by annexing French version to the Treaty which it was agreed would in case of misunderstandings be the text of reference The suspicions of complicated wordings actually produced some tidier phrasing Article is an example Rodd proposed Armed men from either side are prohibited to cross the frontier for purposes of intimidating the local populations or raiding them and carrying off their cattle.
version was free from any innuendo and was adopted It is forbidden for armed bands from either side to cross the frontier of the other on any pretext whatsoever without previous authorization from the competent authorities.
Menelik to Rodd May 14 Inclosure in No 21
Similar slight changes can be traced in each of the six articles that make up the Treaty signed at last on May 14 i897.48 The signatures the exchange of letters the exchange of honours had been transacted with due ceremony and attention to pleasing etiquette Rodd presented the Emperor with G.C.M.G. and the Emperor was happy to hear that this was the highest distinction of its class Rodd in his report home made the most of the despatch given to the mission on the morrow As if to atone for any shortcomings we might have experienced on our way up we found our camp stocked with provisions including flock of 30 sheep and 1000 cakes of native bread Ras Mangasha Tekkem the doyen of all the Rases rode down with him came the Royal drummers who outride before the Emperor himself and then with striking rapidity this vast and seemingly little organized mass of troops amounting to 25000 men.49
The uncle Ras Mangasha Tekkem rode the mission out of Addis Ababa
In less than sixteen days it was welcomed at the gates of Harar by the nephew Ras Makonnen The mission lost no time the journey was usually accomplished in month or more But it was as well to get the hardest job done before there was time for too many second thoughts
The negotiations with Makonnen were characterised by Rodd as most wearing and trying brief was indeed difficult one to present to the hero of Adowa and the best armed and most experienced of Rases the outcome of the commissions and omissions of whole decade and familiar enough to the two men who now met it raised all the dilemmas of the Horn HOW PROTECT THE PROTECTORATE The first problem of Somaliland was its subordinate importance to the Government of India Always ruthlessly clear-sighted about its objectives the old Bombay Government which controlled Somaliland and Aden would not allow their administration to bite off more than they could chew i.e inexpensively administer with small number of soldiers Always ready with homely saying the Government admonished its officers to cut their coat without frills according to the measured cloth in this case what the customs and excise income allowed them to spend on the protection the good government and 48 With the Somali frontier according to Article II still to be determined sub sequently by exchange of notes between James Rodd Esq. The Indian Government was receiving no aid in men or money from Great Britain hence the Protectorate had to restrict its limits to the fewest number of tribes consonant with its primary objective which was the supply of Aden now town of 44079 inhabitants and annually importing 70000 heads of cattle and sheep from Somaliland Aden was unable to grow food itself hence the Somali caravans had to be made safe from raids i.e the Harar-Zeila and Harar-Hargeisa-Berbera and possibly the Gildessa-Berbera routes had to be kept open
The immediate danger was the to Harar-Zeila road The Bombay Government when asked to state its instructions to Rodd was prepared to give up some Gadabursi country as the Haud was called but not to forgo the caravan road.50 Swayne and Harrington knew that whatever their personal feelings about protecting the Somalis beyond the primary objective the Indian Government would not spare either more money or troops on Somaliland while Aden had its own public works programme and was having to compete increasingly with Jibuti and so could not afford money for Somaliland Turkish authority in the Yemen was menaced as Turkish troops were needed for the Graeco-Turkish war and frontier trouble could be expected in the Aden protectorate In assum ing the Protectorate Italy has undertaken task of great responsibility in the performance of which she may find obstacles put in her way by nations of Africa and by nations of Europe but meanwhile we in England can only wish her every success in developing the immense natural resources of that beautiful fascinat ing but wild and unruly country.51
British observers admired the progress of Massawa in the last years railway had been built to Keren In Eritrea there was public safety
The horrors of the old mountain path to Asmara which so severely taxed our strength and tempers have passed away for ever their place being taken by well constructed road for the passage of cavalry and artillery.
However He and his brother were actually the first Europeans to visit the area Hargeisa was able to withstand an attack with spears but could not resist against musketry fire It was unable even to hold off the Bertiri using Ethiopian rifles in their raids on Hargeisa
Ordinary feuds by our neighbours we Somalis think fair play but the Bertiri raids are losing business for us all round as we are not allowed to import nrearms We ask the British who have occupied our ports either to protect us or to allow us to import guns with which we can protect ourselves.51
Many therefore attached themselves to the Swayne caravan for brief protection Others asked for chit. They were sure scrap of paper written on by an Englishman was enough alone to keep back an Abyssinian army.55
On his arrival at Gildessa war of nerves took place with the Ethiopians who refused to let the Swaynes caravan pass both their nring power being about equal group of young cisa warriors insisted on dancing the Dibaltig or acknowledgement of sovereignty to the British visitors and the Ethiopians marched up soldiers to stop this young Esa of splendid physique came forward and asked whether we would like them to go on for the Esa were the obedient slaves of the English Thanking him and his comrades we said they were under Abyssinian control here and must do as they bid.56 My own hopes fall far short of this for though enlightened and honourable Abyssinians of whom Ras Makonnen may be taken as the type may have high ambitions yet the ruck of the people as the specimens of soldiers whom saw at Harar appear to be certainly no better than the nomad Somalis except in their possession of rifles 59
Swayne preferred the Somalis for pluck and cleanliness He however admitted that Ethiopians were well led and hardy in privations Christianity may have done less for the lower classes than the Koran but the Abyssinian feudal leaders are superior in every way.60 They had dash and dignity
No doubt also much of the reputation for courage of the Abyssinian army is due to the charges of spearmen belonging to outlying or subject races who are probably not Abys sinian at all.61 They were better organizers and nations builders than the Afghans whom he knew personally still indecisive sociological reflections troubled him in the Ogaden visited on his next trip inland
The Ethiopians who had begun their serious raids into the Ogaden in 1890 had got as far as the Rer Ali country
The On his return Captain Swayne fervently advocated forward policy glance at the map will show the confidence we felt in the friendship of the natives of Ogaden to be able to cut ourselves adrift from the caravan in unexplored country so far in the interior Ime is 400 miles from the coast In 1884 at the time of Mr journey to the Shebelli district such ride would have been hazardous but since things have been changing for the better every day e;1 There were many among his friends who thought that Britain should spend some money and imagination on Somaliland and include the Ogaden
The trade from Harar to Zeila trebled in three years Its volume was higher than that for the whole of Central Africa 310000 against 85000 Berbera and Zeila were week nearer to England and India than was Mombasa
The roads even into Ime in the Ogaden 400 miles inland present no difficulties to caravans either owing to physical causes or the temper of the natives The whole country through which it passes is exceptionally healthy. In order to beat the French at their own game in full realisation of the implied danger of further Ethiopian advances Ras Makonnen was therefore allowed to use Zeila for the importation of rifles so that he was not entirely dependent on Jibuti.68 No one was so deluded as to think that more arms whether through Jibuti or Zeila would bring peace or safeguard the Protectorate assum ed over the mentioned Somal tribes Yet should not in fairness the Somalis be armed The Governement of India sought the advice of all its senior officers at the coast Staèe Sealy Cox and Abud All of them saw the dilemma and all with Stace thought that it would be madness simply to place arms in the hands of the Somalis They would undoubtedly be used for murders raids and intertribal wars If it is decided that the tribes must be protected would suggest the establishment of at least three or four posts defensive to the S.E of Hargeisa and along the line towards the Harrowa valley and towards Gildessa But even suppose that this be adopted you must come back to the fact that it must be determined how far that protection is to extend in other words definition of the boundary line.69 The Italian boundary suggestions were submitted for comment to India
Neither the Government of India nor the Bombay authori ties could see any value in them as solution of the local problems however advantageous in Mediterranean policy concessions in the Horn might be
The Italian line annexed to Ethiopia vital area the Haud
The responsible officers could not accept the cession of the Haud in which British tribes must graze their animals pheno menon clearly brought home by Swayne in his journeys to the area The Ogaden could not be included in the Protectorate but the Haud had to be
The line had to be to the South not the North of the Haud proposed line along the 9th parallel of North latitude from 4302o to 49 East is entirely unacceptable to all Indian authorities We are asked to abandon large extent of territory to Italy Power whose influence over its Protectorate is of an illusory character The line favoured by the Government of Bombay would follow the Northern edge of the Haud or waterless desert but as recent surveys have shown that the tribe on the North of the Haud within the British Protectorate graze within the Haud the Government of India are of opinion that in these circumstances it would be expedient to include with the British zone of influence that part of the Haud to which the said tribes usually resort The line suggested is as follows from Gildessa to Makanis then to Harrle thence South West to Tug Fafan Ime Bari and Mudugh From Mudugh to the point of intersection on the Karkar Hills of the 49 25 meridian East and the loth parallel North The frontier would include the whole of the Dolbahanta and Ogaden countries But one of the earliest results of the inclusion of the Ogaden within the British zone of influence would be an appeal for protection against Abyssinian marauders We are at the present moment face to face with such difficulty on the Harar frontier The extension would lead to conflicts and involve an outlay out of all proportion to the Indian interests concerned Lord Kimberley is therefore willing to accept line from Gildessa excluding the Girrhi and Bertiri tribes to Harrle thence along 43 East longitude to meet the North latitude thence to the 49 East longitude 71
The Governor General for India Lord Lansdowne went even further inland
The Italian proposal follows approximately the northern edge of the Haud or waterless desert and has been chosen with special reference to the fact that the Haud forms good natural boundary The recent surveys by Captain Swayne and his brother show however that the tribes on the North of the Haud within the British Protectorate graze within the Haud and under these cir cumstances we are of opinion that it would be expedient to include within the British zone of influence that part of the Haud to which the said tribes usually resort It is however difficult to demarcate satisfactory dividing line in the Haud which without doubt belongs to the Ogaden We are of opinion that we should include the whole of the Ogaden and Dolbahanta countries The natural outlets for the Ogaden trade which is considerable are the ports of Northern Somaliland.72
This was inspiration and policy Never before or after did it receive such powerful endorsement Perhaps Lansdowne knowing the mood of the British Government was deliberately asking for more than he could hope to get so that at least the Haud would be held
In the next month we find the British Government in fact taking up just this position conform with the Bombay despatch Rosebery assumed that the Ethiopians had not made further conquest since Swayne was in the area The Italian suggestion cut two the Habr Awal Habr Gerhajis and Dol bahanta tribes and would deprive those tribes as well as the Habr Toljaala of their great grazing ground the Haud The Italian Memorandum of January 1893 states that the line proposed so far as it regards the western portion of it coincides with the frontier of Harar to the North and East of that province This does not however tally with the information gathered by the several British travellers and officers who have visited and surveyed the country That information shows that the Bertiri is the most easterly of the tribes which is in any way administered by the Abyssinian Chiefs and that the territory of the Habr Awal which are under British protection extends as far West as meridian 43 East of Greenwich With regard to the Ogaden country the Memorandum states that following the direction of the valleys the tribes naturally gravitate on the North to Abyssinia and on the South to the Indian Ocean Here again the information supplied to the Italian Government differs materially from the facts ascertained by British officers The natural outlet of the Ogaden trade is through the ports of Northern Somaliland We however are prepared to concede much of what they might with reason put forward as our well founded claims and am able to inform your Excellency that the Secretary of State for India would be willing to accept as compromise line of division from Gildessa round the Girrhi and Bertiri to Harrle thence due South along 43 East to meet the 8th parallel North thence along the 8th parallel to meet 49 East longitude and thence due North to the sea 73 Gildessa and the Miimil wells which tribes in the Haud had to use as the alternative Hargeisa was hundred miles away The Ogaden could use the Sassawani wells in the South The Rer Harun Rer Ali and Sheikh Ash in whose territory Gildessa and Miimil lay looked to the British their aldis were receiving stipends litigants justice in Berbera Free passage would be granted to the Italian caravans In reply Silvestrelli produced two Italian Protectorate treaties of 1891 with these tribes which though they had not been communicated to the European Powers showed an old Italian connection Swayne examined these treaties and disposed of them
The signature of the principal headman was missing Miimil must be secured if Britain was to dominate the Haud and check raids Sanderson wondered whether it was not premature to delimit country so little known the tribes being nomadic shift in ill-defined limits to which Tornielli rejoined that if all was known we would delimit territories not spheres of influence. The whole discussion was somewhat ghostly Italy admittedly did not exercise any influence in Harar and had not prevented the Biyo Kaboba fort from being built despite repeated British protests yet she spoke for Harar Biyo Kaboba was on the Anglo-French caravan route wish that we should not deal directly with Menelik had been defer red to We had even abandoned our intention to send an officer to Makonnen with presents In these circumstances we considered that we were entitled what means the Italians now possessed of restraining the Abyssinians from attacking our tribes Silvestrelli admitted that Italian influence at Harar was not very effective owing partly to French intrigue With regard to Biyo Kaboba Makonnen had erected the post for protection of the caravan trade.
Neel restraining himself no longer wondered how Miimil would satisfy Menelik who had asked for the whole of Somaliland
The exchange proceeded somewhat like this Silvestrelli Menelik has claimed so many lands vague terms Neel He has made this one in writing and in definite terms Silvestrelli The pretensions of Abyssinia need not deter us from proceeding with the negotiations It is not likely that the Abyssinians would know of this agreement or at all events that they would be annoyed by it.
As the Minutes conclude
This did not seem very satisfactory reply but no further assurances were given.74 second conference brought the parties no nearer Then suddenly when British member warned that reparations would be asked from
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the Italians if British tribes were molested the Italians said they would not object to punitive British expeditions in the Ogaden The Government seized on this Miimil was yielded with all that this meant to the consternation of the Government of India which did not however feel strongly enough about the wells to object but the Haud retained Moreover British officers could pursue raiders into the Ogaden
The British were to be free to send mission to Makonnen Jiggigga Gildessa and Miimil and the Rer Harun Rer Ali Sheikh Ash the Girrhi and Bertiri were to be excluded from the Protectorate or rather as the Protocol not Treaty called it the British sphere of influence. Initialled at the Foreign Office on April 2i 1894 the object was to complete the delimitation of the spheres of influence of Great Britain and Italy in Eastern Africa which formed the subject of the Protocols signed at Rome in 1891. The new Protocol consisted of three articles Article limited the spheres of influence of Great Britain to line ränning from Gildessa towards the 8th degree of North latitude that skirts the North East frontier of the territories of the Girrhi Bertiri and Rer Ali tribes and leaves to the right the villages of Gildessa Darmi Jiggiga and Miimil On reaching the 8th degree the line follows the parallel as far as the intersection with the 48th degree of longitude It then runs to the intersection of the eth degree latitude with the 49th degree longitude and follows the meridian to the sea The second article engaged both Governments to allow their subjects and protected persons to trade freely The third and last article gave equality to Italy in Zeila.75 secret British and Italian explanatory note allowed the British to take any temporary measures in the vicinity of the demarcation line of the Italian sphere until Italy has established an effective control and she also is to have the right of entering into direct communication with the authorities of Harar.76
Thus was born the notion that frontiers should not preclude temporary police actions across them if agreed to by both powers These exceptional measures shall be of short duration and the provisional arrangement for direct communication with the Harar authorities shall not throw any doubt on Italy as the Protecting Power of Ethiopia and its Dependencies.
The The Italian spokesman Baron Blanc said that he certainly did not suppose that Meyendorff considered that the position of one of the African Chiefs was analogous to that of our respective Sovereigns.78
Once more the press took up the religious issue
Abyssinia is almost orthodox and consequently she professes the same faith as Russia Can -we therefore abandon our fellow believers of Abyssinia to be devoured by Jesuits and Catholics This consideration is all the more important in view of the circumstance that Western European free thinkers indulge in such free thinking only at home while in the colonies and foreign countries the Jesuits are their best friends.79
On the French side Le thought the territorial concessions made by England considerable.80 The French Government protested at the inclusion of Harar into the Italian sphere Kimberley explained that the Protocol merely recognises the actual state of things which has existed for several years past.81 Makonnen had extended his authority up to Gildessa and to the East and North East of Harar as far as the limits recently mentioned in the Protocol and thus Harar was part of Ethiopia which in turn was an Italian Protectorate To this Hanotaux observed that it was to King Menelik that we should have applied for facilities to enable us to make the arrangements contemplated in the Confidential Declaration.82 The local officials of the same opinion asked for instructions how in fact they should in future behave for instance when as the Assistant Resident in Berbera conjectured the Ogaden come to Berbera with complaints upon which we should formerly have taken action. They were told not to read too much into the Protocol It was obvious that without our being prepared to assert our claims in some more convincing manner than we have hitherto done or as far as could judge from my instructions intend to do any understanding would be impossible without much larger concessions than had at first proposed to make The Abyssinians were to some extent practically in the position of beati possidentes and while not actually wishing to risk quarrel would undoubtedly push on gradually further and further being the more encouraged to do so by the fact that their former encroachments had met with no material opposition sa declined this was sacred Somali city. When he produced his own frontier suggestion he was told that this was too close to Jiggigga Rodd said that he could not endanger the whole British position difficulty was again experienced in interpretation the pronunciation of names the ignorance of the country he relied on Somali advisers and his suspicion of geographical expressions another fruit of the Ucciali treaty. After much argument the line was to start near Biyo Kaboba and to lie somewhere between the ninth and tenth parallels
The Ras hoped to deflect it towards Hargeisa the chief object of his ambitions but met him with simple non possumus.
read to him the clause in the Treaty which provided our instructions and put the blame of the breakdown on his shoulders In face of this attitude he abandoned the point reluctantly murmuring that we had taken all the land that had any value and only given him the desert an observation which our experience of the Western side of the Somali Coast leads me to think is not without justification After long and weary efforts succeeded in line starting at Domadu passing through the Saw and Egu hills on the edge of the Marrar prairie to Arrhan Arrhe at the intersection of the 44th meridian with the cth parallel the grazing rights being reserved to the occupants on either side of the line Yet Rodd could not disguise from himself that Makonnen had got good areas too tried very hard to bring the line to the northernmost wells of Miimil but the Ras fought for the cth parallel to its intersection with the 44th meridian cutting off from us some of the best food supplying country to the West.
Finally Rodd defended the compromise he achieved in the following manner On the South of the new boundary line will be found certain number of small tribes connected with the Ogaden while those connected with the Habr Gerhaji and most tribes who go to Berbera are retained in the Protectorate.
The Protectorate had lost territory and was not only 67.000 square miles smaller but the ceded tribes were really mostly Ogaden people believe that with the reservations which are made with respect to the grazing rights and access to wells the actual conditions of the tribes on the borders of the new line will not be greatly modified and that everything will go on very much as it does at present The Abyssinians after all did not like the lowlands They rarely bothered to administer their outlying districts It could be safely hoped that the new boundary was blessing to the Somalis limit will be set to the encroachments and raids of the Abyssinians which should produce in the long run great feeling of security among the population retained under British protection. General Sir John Ardagh the Director of Military Intelligence hitherto man favouring the extension of British influence over the Horn thought that the Agreement was nothing more than an acceptance of the real position and gave away nothing of value The territory abandoned of which Abyssinia was to some extent in practical possession also includes tracts pervaded by certain tribes with whom we have protective treaties and who own camels employed in the caravans from our coasts ports These tribes are more or less nomadic and their chief interests lie on our side of the new boundary within which they may be said to be domiciled and by trifling concessions they may be induced to remain more permanently than hitherto The concession is therefore but slight loss to us and no great advantage to Abyssinia.89 Some qualms persisted however He thought delimitation on the ground would be dangerous and had better not be attempted The delimitation of the Boundary may give rise to disputes Menelik would probably appoint foreigner who might be disposed to aggravate rather than settle any differences that may arise. Irrespective of any delimitation the Government of India closer to the scene predicted trouble with the Somalis for which India should not be made to bear the cost The new line gives Abyssinia strong position from which she can dominate the Gadabursi and the Zeila-Gildessa route and have opportunities of interfer ing with the Habr Awal and with the route to Berbera We lose good natural line offered by the Western and Southern limits of the Harrar prairie and the Haud We do not wish to object as we accept your opinion that better terms could not have been obtained and local interests must give way to Imperial Complications may arise or precautions be necessary on the new frontier leading to extra expenditure which should not fall on Indian revenues.90
Prompted in this manner the Foreign Office took over from the India Office in 1898
As the initiative for the mission had come from the Foreign Office and Rennell Rodd was its man it now added Somaliland to its own already large Empire in Africa the Somali administration henceforth corresponded through Cairo
The Political Resident of the Somali Coast was renamed Commissioner and Consul General. The Protectorate so as to make it quite clear where its centre of gravity lay was still called the Somali Coast Protectorate.
Most remarkable in the various critical assessments is the absence of any thoughtful commentary on the Haud Several explanations offer themselves ignorance about nomadic movements years of good rainfall making for smaller migrations than are necessary now fewer sheep than today and thus better kept pastures near the wells inside the truncated Protectorate need to stay near permanent wells because the then numerous horses and donkeys needed for defence and raids had to be watered Very probably there has been progres sive shift towards camel owning over the recent decades and thus an increased dependence on the Haud by the Isaq and the Ogaden The mission itself crossed the Haud before and after the rains On the way up Gleichen remarked about the emptiness of the land No villages enliven the route and except for the numerous travellers that one meets to and fro between Abyssinia and the seas the only human beings seen are wandering Somalis pasturing their flocks or camels on the scrub and grass aforesaid or watering them at the wells To the uneducated eye there seems little nourishment for the camel in the dry thorns of the sunt tree mimosa or in the yellow and scanty patches from which the goats and sheep derive their sustenance Yet they seem to thrive on it all the animals looked active and healthy.91
On the way back Gleichen noticed much more water in the wells although we were supposed to be in the driest part of the year just before the rains this water question evidently wants studying for it seems to go by contraries.92 Even Swayne who knew most about the area in question never stressed the migratory aspect of the surrender of the winter grazing grounds on which the herders depended
The fundamental reason for this nonchalant attitude is that at the time nomadic peoples seemed far removed from any purposes to which colonising power could be dedicated the very antithesis of colonisation that they could be dismissed with words as only wandering Somalis. Swayne hopeful as ever in his appraisals thought their interests would be adequately looked after by the permanent British representative to be posted to Addis
As the man chosen as consul was Harrington and was thoroughly versed in Somali affairs tenacious and tactful they would be ably served useful achievement of the mission and Treaty Somalis have always had one or more M.P.s at Westminster Pease was their first and one elected to his surprise he did not know he was candidate whilst he was hunting in Somaliland in 1897 More outspoken than the rest he immediately sounded the alarm in several public speeches All we have gained in Somaliland has been without bloodshed and lavish expenditure and it can only be from ignorance of the situation that advisers think it worthwhile to purchase the goodwill of Abyssinia in the Nile Valley by permitting the armies of Menelik to raid ravage and plunder our friendly neighbours who have till now delighted to call themselves British and whom we have rendered impotent to save ourselves If as is rumoured we are abandoning large area of our existing Protectorate the result will be most disastrous to British influence in these countries. The Somali is really the most harmless person that exists as long as he is fairly treated and he is the reverse when under an incapable administration Partly putting him under Abyssinia which our present treaty does is grave error for many reasons When dealing with the African native firmness and fairness makes lasting impression Once they see that you do not intend to be imposed upon they can be led anywhere but driven nowhere Abyssinia can do nothing for these wild Mohamedans What has been done hitherto with Menelik is giving him land and its owners which does not belong to us and this shows policy which shows no trace of firmness and absolutely no fairness VJ On the other hand the contrary but oddly contemporary-sounding note was struck in the leading paper of the Moslem world To the Turkish Journal de Saba closer to that continent Menelik spoke for Africa and against European intrigue Abyssinian military strength shown in the late war coupled with the friendly policy towards his Moslem neighbours and his determination to protect them against all foreign interference add to prestige The interests of the African tribes require that they should abstain from trifling disputes among themselves and devote their attention to internal progress and afford no opportunity for foreign interference These disputes have now ceased thanks to policy Menelik has done everything to show his friendship for the Sultan He has attracted the attention of all Africans The Abyssinians are an important factor in Africa and it is matter for congratulation that their Ruler is so wise and progressive Prince 9â
Quite truthfully but somewhat cryptically Curzon informed the House of Commons that the Mission was not without success. This to the French sounded like it had not achieved its main objectives. wanted no rupture so consented to moral clause But be afraid we are in agreement the enemies of your Bahr-el-Ghazal are the Derwishes as well as the English We shall manoeuvre together.98
The Emperor was not letting himself in for an embracive alliance with France and the Khalifa He retained freedom of action and yet pleased everyone Some play-acting goes with international politics Menelik was genius at it To both French and English observers he spelt sincerity When MacDonald was reported wounded he was delighted which leaves no doubt where his most intimate feelings lie Hitherto he was all fury and tantrums now all is sunshine Blessed be the messenger say the pages.99 At the same time he was allowing MacDonald to pass through his territory He swore to send 20000 men against him but to put the fat thoroughly in the fire without burning himself suggested that the French make promenade onto the right side of the Nile bait Lagarde wisely rejected It was one thing to persuade Menelik to sign so convenient treaty and quite another to induce him to carry out its terms For Menelik was after all no simple-minded Lobengula but the ruler of an ancient complex and in its own politically sophisticated society In order to survive for long as king of kings cunning and dissimulation were as necessary as martial prowess or reputation for religious orthodoxy Menelik moreover had had his lesson at the time of the Treaty of Ucciali.100 Hence Rodd had not been so wrong in his assessment of policy towards the French My own impression is that Menelik has been shrewd enough to use the French as in the first instance he used the Italians for his own particular ends He has obtained from them all that he wants in the way of arms and ammunition together with certain moral support of the territorial claims he had advanced but now that they come to him to claim their reward he refers them to their former protestations of disinterested friendship with somewhat pained surprise that they should demand material advantages ich he could concede at the price of offending other Powers whom he desires to conciliate.103 future policy needed counterbalance to the French who were becoming too numerous and ubiquitous for his liking
The creation of railway and the cession of the Somali areas and tribes was shifting the axis of Ethiopia southwards away from large entanglements in the North
The next military exploit was in Kaffa the home of coffee and attacks on the Boran cattle owners In moment of enlightenment Lebon had predicted that the Rodd mission intended to turn away eyes from the Nile by enticing him with valuable cession in Somaliland.104 and willingness to meet the British some of the way had further internal and external reasons They were interested in trade and orderly government in the areas they had integrated As Ethiopian citizens the conquered peoples could no longer be raided they had to pay taxes voluntarily on the basis of increasing wealth Now that the French Italians and British were cut down to coastal powers they could play useful part in building harbours railways and attracting shipping
The country had suffered severely in the wars Gleichen noticed fertile but uninhabited lands once teeming with population. Menelik knew that the peasants had fled away from the roads into the inaccessible regions with consequent abandonment of the best areas They had to be attracted back and given chance to restock their stables indeed to multiply themselves The Ogaden was now ready for incorporation The British did not want it the Italians could not afford it Skins and meat were in greater demand than ever before All commodities for export required skins as packing material for distant freighting Leather was needed for shoe and saddle work The price of cattle had increased after the rinderpest epidemic from nve dollars to twenty-five dollars Ethiopia had no time to lose The British were pushing into the Kenya high lands and were gradually coming up from the South feelers in the shape of raids in every direction are extended over large portion of Africa which is not directly under her dominion and these feelers are not only withdrawn from time to time according to the exigencies of the situation and pushed out in new directions but the chain of responsibility is not continuous along them up to the head of Government i.e the King It will require many years before even strong arm can make itself felt in the out-of-the-way corners of what he considers the Ethiopian Empire and even then there will be no security that the tips of the feelers will necessarily do his bidding Thus for long time to come Abyssinia will by force of cir cumstances scarcely be able to take her place in the world as definite State bound by defined frontiers and internally responsible to one Head.103
While the mission had achieved frontier for Somaliland beyond which the Ethiopians had no desire to penetrate they had not reckoned with the repercussions in the entire Horn of the Ogaden campaigns and after they had ended of an ever greater dependence by the Ogaden in competition with the camels of the British tribes crowding into the Haud winter grazing areas Lord Rennell of Rodd as member and chronicler of the British Military Administration of the Horn had to devote much attention to the Haud and clashes over grazing and wells
His father Sir Rennell Rodd in his despatches and Memoirs was still entirely absorbed by the Nile question caravans and the supply of the ports 105 Gleichen op cit. 312
